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Mancini
Resigns
Oct. 31, 1969
When I accepted the job as
SCA president last spring, I
accepted it with a great deal of
optimism. I accepted it with
fai.th in the new SCA Council
and in the student body that
they would finally get
themselves together and do some
good things at this institution of
higher learning. My hopes were
raised by the· beautiful people
who worked so hard to get me
elected. The people who sat
down and rapped to their fellow
students trying to make them
more aware of what was
happening. It seemed, at the
time, to be the start of a new
frontier at Bridgt:water State
College - we called it the
"Dawning of the AGE of
Aquarius ."
After a summer of
apprehension, excitement,
anxiety and idealism, I returned
to Bridgewater to try to begin a
"new thing". I had heard several
complaints that the SCA Council
was an elite clique and that the
student government was not
representati'ye of the student
body. Therefore, I attempted to
involve as many students as
possible in the working of the
student government. I posted
sign-up sheets in the dorms and
the Ad. Building and twice had
requests for student volunteers
for committees printed in THE
COMMENT. As of this time I
still have not filled up all the
Standing Student - Faculty
Com mit tees.
The new
committees which I have set up,
Teacher Evaluation, Registration
Improvement. Students' Rights
and Freedom, etc., have usually
met with very poor response.
Where are all those students who
sit in the dormitory and
complain?
While
the student
government has been struggling
to improve this place, the school
has been beset by petty
difference·s. One class, in
particular, seems to have a
persOl;tal vendetta against THE
COMMENT for no feasible
reason. It appears that personal
jealousies have taken precedence
over school business.
Furthermore, the student body
has involved itself in another
petty argument- the printing of
a certain article in THE
COMMENT. Being a former
editor of THE COMMENT I
know what these people go
through. You work your ass off
every week to put out something
which resembles a newspaper
with an under-staffed and
miniature office. But in return
you rarely get a word of thanks,
just a lot of cheap shit thrown at
you from people who aren't
even willing to spend an hour a
week typing for their college
newspaper. And, worse yet, this
year the Editor-in-Chief went
out on -a limb to guarantee
Freedom of the Press. Knowing
Dick Brown very well, I know
what he went through the last
few weeks over this issue, and
believe me, it's hell! But did the
student body react to this stand
for freedom? No, they waddled
in petty differences over a few
words which some may consider
"Distasteful". Remember, kids,
this is an institution of higher
learning - supposedly a free
academic community where
ADULTS(?) are getting a
relevant education. It is not a
high school!
While the students are
busying themselves over petty
issues, the student government is
working on something which
would vastly change traditions at
Bridgewater-the Student

Judiciary. Because I felt this
document was a major issue, I
felt the student body sho.uld
discuss ' it openly before it was
brought before the Council. This
document was basically a
compromise to satisfy differing
(actions in the college
community. Therefore, many
sections of the document were
questionable, but there were
good reasons for writing it this
way. Of course, the students
should have a chance to question
and discuss any points which
confused or dissatisfied them. As
(Continued on Page 7)
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College Community or Joke
by Robert Mancini
The College Community
Relations Council meeting of
October 29, 1969 contained
quite a bit more discussion than
was reported in the minutes.
After discussing the issue of
accountability several times and
for approximately ten minutes,
the report of the CCRC meeting
stated only that: "Bob Mancini
stated . that such affairs
(J udiciary, Open House rules,
etc.) were none of the
legislatures' business."
Now , I don't claim to be an
egotist desiring that my
comments be lavished
throughout the minutes, but I
do highly resent the recording of
only one statement out of the
context of my entire dialogue. If
this statement, i.e., that the
legislatures should mind their
own business, is left alone, as it
is in the minutes, it succeeds in
making an asshole out of me.
Whether this was intentional or
not I cannot say, but I do feel
that I should clear it up.
It appeared to me that a
sudden concern for
"accountability" to the Trustees
and the State Legislators arose at
a time when ' the student
government organizations were
trying to assert some REAL
FREEDOM, i.e., extended open
house rules, Student Judiciary,
etc. I stated, at the meeting, that
I was aware of the state laws

which quite vaguely define the impossible to worry about the
President of the College's duties so-called chasity or
as responsibility for the health, "responsibility" for such, unless,
safety and public welfare of the as I stated before, we kept the
students. I asked if this was to female students locked up in
be interpreted to mean that the their rooms like prisoners.
President is responsible for
As far as the legislators are
protecting the chasity of the concerned, I stated that if they
students. If this were so, it have nothing better to do in the
would be necessary to lock all State House than to argue about
the girls in their dormitory Student Judiciaries, Open House
rooms, letting them out only for Rules, or curfews, then there is
classes and meals. Of course, this nothing we can do about it. I
is utterly ridiculous! Yet, at the asked whether we wanted a true
same time, when Mike Perchard academic community which
read the proposals for new Open provided a free and relevant
House Rules it was suggested education or would we prefer an
that males under 21 would need
parental permission to have a
female in his room. Again, I
stated how ridiculous this was.
by Dave Wilson
Just imagine a 19 or 20 year old
male student going home and
asking mommy if he can have a BRIDGEWATER- The student
girl in his room. If we did this government at Bridgewater
we migh t as well have them ask State, the Student Cooperative
for parental permission to go out Association, was thrown into a
state of confusion last Friday
on a date with a girl.
Furthermore, I questioned following J. Robert Mancini's
why this sudden worry about sudden and unexpected
"accountability" popped up resignation as President. The top
when open house rules were position's vacancy was
discussed. A male and female preceeded only a few weeks ago
student can go out on a date, by a similar resignation from A.
park in the Gymnasium Parking David Cappella, Vice-President
Lot (State Property) until 1:00 of S.C .A . .
Bob's resignation, the full
or 2:00 a.m. and not have the
"concerned" administrators text of which appears on this
worry about "accountability". I ' page, was prompted by "a
asked what could happen in a number of factors," he told the
dorm room that couldn't happen COMMENT, but specifically the
extremely poor turnout of
in a car? Therefore it is
student voters in last Thursday's
Judiciary Referendum proved to
be the deciding issue. "I resigned
because 1 can't 'spoon feed'
freedom into the heads of the
students of this college,"
President Mancini said shortly
after his resignation was
announced, and added that
"nothing can be accomplished as
long as the students remain
uninvolved and apathetic."
As the COMMENT goes to
press, Paul Kosciak is President
was forcir g the students to pay of the Student Cooperative
twice (money to run the Association, Paul, who was
COMM.ENT comes out - of recently elected Treasurer of
S.C.A., assumed the school's
student fees, and therefore Mary
highest position after Geraldine
Ellen's point was that students
have already paid for the use of Bresnahan, Secretary of S.C.A.
and next in line of succession to
the paper and she feIt should not
have to pay again to run an ad). t he Presidency, declined to
Dave Wilson, Managing accept the position. Paul issued a
Editor of the COMMENT, statement to the COMMENT on
represented the newspaper at the Monday, November 3rd, after it
was announced that he would be
meeting, and answered the
president. "I was very sorry to
charges . by pointing out that a
hear of Bob's resignation" he
survey taken a few days before
said, "because I feel he was the
the meeting had indicated that
man who could have done the
of the first seven issues of the
COMMENT this year, which is job if he had been given the
up to and including the October proper support. I will, of course,
21st issue, . 87% of the work as hard as I possibly can to
implement the policies and
newspaper's space had been
programs that Bob initiated."
(Continued on Page 7)
As Paul moves up to

Com.m.ent

Under Attack
BRIDGEWATER
At the
regular monthly meeting of. the
Bridgewater State College
Community Relations Council
held on October 29, 1969, The
Comment came under attack
from
several campus
representatives. The first
allegation, which was presented
by Mary Ellen Donahue,
President of the Women's
Dormitory Council, was that the
paper did not cover campus
news adequately. Mary . Ellen,
saying that she represented a
"large group" of students who
were likewise dissatisfied with
The Comment, also charged that
the paper over-emphasized
non-campus news and
complained about this paper's
advertising policy, which she felt

extended high school controlled
by a political body. The latter
possibility would completely
ruin an institute of higher
learning and therefore the
legislators should not interfere
with the workings of the college.
I also mentioned that I
believed the administration of
this college was running scared
of the higher authorities. This,
however, appears to be a new
excuse to prevent the students
from achieving real freedom and
a Student Government that is
someth.ing more than a toy to
appease the masses of students.

Government Reels
President, Herb Ward has been
appointed Vice-President
pro-term. Herb, one of the
busiest men on campus, is also
Executive Chairman of the
Coffee House, President of the
Drama Club, and Chairman of
the Assembly Committee.
Gerry Bresnahan remains as
Secretary of the S.C.A. while
Greg Lee has been appointed
Treasurer, and moves up upon
President Kosciak's assuming the
top office. Henry Chamberlain
has been appointed Assistant
Treasurer pro-term, taking the
spot vacated by Greg Lee's
promotion.
An S .C.A. meeting is
scheduled for this afternoon at
4:00 P.M. in Boyden Hall's
Seminar Room to discuss the
student government upheaval.

Jero.e
Lettvin
to Speak
by Greg McGrath
BRIDGEWATER ... On Nov. 12
Prof. I..-ettvin will address
students and faculty in the
Science Lecture Hall at 8:30
P.M.
Currently a Professor of
Communications Physiclogy in
the Dept. of Biology and the
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
and aLec turer in the
Department of Humanities at
M.LT. , Prof. Lettvin attended
Lewis Institute of Technology.
He obtained his B.S. and later
his M.D' degrees at the
University of Illinois.
He completed his Internship
at the Harvard Nerve Center at
Boston City Hospital. After this
he spent 30 months in' the
Army.
While in the Army, Prof.
Lettvin served as Neurologist at
Crile General Hospital, later
(Continued on Page 4)
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in THE COMMENT, which is
nigh ' on to agreeing with
Pre'sident Hammond. Then you
jumped on the bandwagon,
compromised one ideal to test
another, made a mockery out of
Last Thursday, Bridgewater students had a chance to rid "Moochie" as well as yourselves
themselves of the shackles of their slave mentality. For a long time it and proved . .. well, these are a
has been my belief that Bridgewater students were not apathetic but whole host of possible truisms:
instead, existed in a system which repressed their rights and 1. That BSC has. more freedom
themselves. My view of the system hasn't changed but my view of than SSC
the students has. Bridgewater students are apathetic. You need 2. That President Hammond
trips ,louder and carries a
someone to tell you what to do. One fifth of the student body
bigger stick than President
voted . Six ' hundred people out of a student body of three thousand '
Rondileau.
were aware of their state and tried to change. However, even in this
there was a note of ignorance. A number of students were handing 3. That BSC's Administration is
wiser and more liberal than
out "Vote No" literature. It's good to see people being active but
FSC's or SSC's
why wait until the last day. The judiciary has been discussed and
advertized many times in the COMMENT not only in two editorials 4. That BSC's Administration is
more cowardly than FSC's or
but articles as well. These were all pro-judiciary but opposing points
SSC's.
of view from other students were always welcome.
The people handing out this literature should have done 5. That the COMMENT daes
something about changing the judiciary the first time it was printed
not recognize social
significance when it prints it.
in the COMMENT. Charges have been laid that the judiciary was not
discussed in""'the newspaper. If those laying these charges had read But the only thing you have
any of the past issues they would know how utterly ridiculous these proven to me, COMMENTers, is
charges are. The judiciary if you read it carefully, can always be that too many of us are not
amended by a student referendum. Unfortunately, those truly cognizant of what a grave
anti-judiciary were not considerate enough to let the majority of responsibility freedom of the
students read their arguments and think about them. Instead, they press, indeed all freedon, really
capitalized on sensationalism and , creating confusion over the issues. is. We spend a great portion of
No judiciary, however, can function without the support of the our lives yearning to be freer
student body. Bridgewater is left then with its own silent majority. than we are, but I suppose there
These people can only act when their own lives are directly must come a time when we have
threatened. Now, you, the silent, indolent, complacent, students are to realize that 'we are not free
left with no recourse when you are handed punishments by the and never will be. We will always
Division of Student Personnel. Do the people who worked to get this be shackled by the individual
a favor and don't come crying when the going gets bad because you responsibility each of us has to
himself to do what he believes to
brought it on yourselves.
be right. I thank you for this
realization; but I still think you
Letters are welcome, and should be no longer than 500 words typewritten
owe "The Black Moochie" an
double spaced. Name, telephone number and address must be Included'
although name will be withheld upon request.
'
apology.
Ann du CilIe
Ask not what "The Black be repeated too often,
APATHETIC
RUMOR
M 0 ochie" has done for particularly to us as potential
"freedom of the press," ask teachers. (Please forgive me for Hail Hndgewater Students
It seems that there is a
what "freedom of the press" has having made the generalization
done to "The Black Moochie. ': that I as a non-education minor rumor going around BSC that
I have just finished digesting hate to hear made, i.e. that BSC apathy is dead. Everyone f talk
this week's "food for thought" is a teacher producing machine.) with - and I talk with quite a few
on the subject of Eldridge And even though there couldn't - tells me that they are not
Cleaver's "Black MQochie", and be another girl who was brought apathetic, the fact being that
even after taking two up to be a more prudishly they are very much involved in
Alka-Seltzers, I still find it proper young lady than I, I will what's happening here on
impossible to control my newly even go so far as to say that campus. Take for instance, the
aroused wrath-a wrath which "The Black Moochie" would fit recent Vietnam Moratorium day,
has been gaining steam ever since quite nicely on the freshman it was really rather quite
I first read the article and, more reading list, sandwiched between successful, considering that this
important, the edit01:'S preface Graham Green's "The Lost is Bridgewater. I was perhaps
to it in the October 9th issue of Childhood" and "A Dog in beginning to think (quite
THE COMMENT. If the road to Brooklyn, A Girl in Detroit A foolishly, of course) that the
Hell is indeed paved with good Life Among the Humanities" by tide had turned and a new
intentions, the article in Herbert Gold. Obscenity is ill attitude of involvement was
question is probably its (the the eye of the beholder and can fil tering in to the college
Road's) latest stepping stone, for be found most anywhere. Check ' community. This however was
the publication of "The Black your Bibles, Moms and Dads. not to be the case.
Last week there was a
Moochie" was the second in a But virtue is another story.
series of near fatal blunders on
You made your second special referendum on the
the part of THE COMMENT'S mistake gentlemen of THE student judiciary. A grand total
well-meaning editors.
COMMENT when you printed of 614 students out of over
The first of these blunders "The Black Moochie" for the 3000 took the time out tovote
was the editor's decision not to reason you printed it, and your on this important issue. Where
print "Black Moochie" when it third when you mcluded with were the other 2400 students?
was originally offered for Cleaver's article one of your Sick? I doubt this, for
publication. Contrary to what own: "Why Print 'Moochie' ". If attendance in all classes was as
they and Frere O'Sullivan seem "Black Moochie" was to be usual. Studying in the library?
to believe, "Black Moochie" offered to your readers, it Impossible-there is not enough
does have a great deal of "Social should have been offered to us room in our library for such a
value as a commentary," by and Qf itself because you mad influx. Is it possible that
particularly when considered in thought it had some value for us. they didn't know an election
light of its author. Those of us But by presenting it as you did, was taking place? Rather
who read beyond the first you took something that had a doubtful. THE COMMEN'F has
paragraph foundsomethingin the beauty of its own genre and regularly given complete
last three that was genuinely YOU made it dirty. YOU used it coverage to the judiciary issue as
worth reading. We found more as a weapon-an offensive well as posters concentrated all
pity, 9l0re soul, more love, and weapon at that-to demonstrate over this campus. More likely
hence, more hope (alII four letter your so-called "freedom of the these 2400 just sat on their asses
words by the way) than we had press." You muddied the issue in the commuter's lounge, not
ever dreamed Eldridge Cleaver or of the social and literary worth willing to take a few minutes out '
any other Black Panther capable of "Black Moochie" with a from their lousy card games and
of expressing. In the words of political one of your own at the usual senseless babble which is
expense of the former which got so prominent here at
Mr. Cleaver:
i'I remember Mrs. Brick. I lost somew'here in the quagmire. Bridgewater.
The election was not an
remember Michele. Do they And what have you proven?
If we can assume that THE election. To be valid 1000
reme'mber me? Can a girl you
made both blush and cry not CYCLE'S intentions in students would have had to vote.
remember you in some deep attempting to' publish "The It was a wasted day which
Black Moochie" were more proved absolutely nothing. I
rhythm of her soul?"
"The Black M00chie" is honorable than yours, i.e., that extend my sympathy to
saying something to us about its editors saw "enough social members of the election
ourselves-our alack-selves and value" in the article, it seems to committee who sat all day in the
futile
our white-selves-our "mutual me that your actions have only Rotunda for their
scars," and while it may be undermined Fitchburg's original attempts at begging passers-by to
"repetitive (What is there intent. You admitted that you take one minute out from their
worthy saying that is not?), it is did not see "enough social busy routine to vote. I thank
saying something which cannot value" to warrant its publication those students who aided me in

EDITORIAL

Silent Majority

Letters to the Editor

o

November 6, 1969
making and putting up posters You are content to hear us, but
announcing the judiciary do you really listen?
election, which by the way, were
I sometimes wonder, and
tom down just as quickly by this is' probably an unfair
other students. To those 614 accusation, but I still can't help
students who had the courage to but wonder - just what do some
care and to vote, whether for or of the people in the
against the judiciary, Administration do all day long?
Bridgewater is lucky to have I know there are many who are
working hard for the students,
you.
T 0 a 11 0 the r s t u- but why isn"t there anyone who
dents - Congratulations! You can make a good, solid decision?
deserve the dubious fickle finger Why is, the final responsibility
of fate award; once again you always passed on to somebody
have proven that apathy still else? I sometimes think that
exists and that you just couldn't maybe even the Administration
is not to blame. Are they the
~ve a damn. The stench of
apathy reigns supreme at ones who really run this college?
Bridgewater. It encompasses the I think not, and doesn't that
campus. It is sickening. I am make us all feel even more
sick.
powerless?
peace
Even we the students can't
Henry Chamberlain
seem to help ,ourselves anymore,
STICKING TO CAMPUS
I can't believe the girls actually
NEWS
got their curfews changed. It's a
I missed the homecoming
major triumph. Because I have
rally but it was not THE
seen other dorm meetings and
COMMENT'S fault. The rally
student discussion seminars
was announced in ad~nce and
turned into free-for-all shouting
there were enough signs around
matches, either because the
campus announcing the event.
material to be acted on was
Mr. Ward, I can't agree with
presented half-baked · or else
your remark about "sticking to
people want to argue over the
campus news". A newpaper's
placing of commas and periods.
function is to print the news.
We can't get anything done
Remember THE COMMENT is a
anymore. We would much rather
newspaper-(Paul Koscial
quibble. Maybe we are just in
pointed out in the October 30
love with the sound of our
issue that 87% of the articles
voices ~ecause there's less danger
pertained to campus news). The
in talking.
modern newspaper would have a
I can't help but feel
limited amount of copy if it
pissed-off by what I see here. I
were forced to print local issues
don't ask much from this
only.
f am not involved with THE ' college. I don't want a
COMMENT in any way. revolution and I don't even like
However, I honestly feel the to knock some of the good
Administration is searching for people who sit in' the front
faults in each issue. An innocent office. But each day I fihd it
statement is interpreted harder to respect my superiors
differently and then judged by a here when they tum out to be
group of middle aged paranoids just as powerless as I am. Who
who feel THE COMMENT is has the power?
I follow Alton Handy and
only out to destroy BSC's
prestige and especially their Dave Cappella in saying that
image around campus. Come on, now is the time for me to try to
THE COMMENT only benefits straighten my own head out.
the college community.
Love to all,
Name Withheld
Jim Palana

DROPOUT IN DISGUST

RIGHT TO DISSENT

Although we -favor a college
Last week this paper asked judiciary, last Thursday we
in an editorial what was wrong urged that Bridgewater students
with Bridgewater, why can't we vote against the proposed
get it together. I don't know the Student Judiciary. At the same
answer, but I've been standing time we provided a list of eight
around watching as my student questions which we felt each
leaders drop out one by one in voter should ask before
di gust, and I know that committing himself on the issue.
something is very, very wrong. We did so because we sincerely
We can't get anything done believe that more campus-wide
at this college anymore, without discussion was necessary before
going through an endless, such a measure be adopted.
time-consuming round of True, there had been several
bull-shit and pass the buck. We opportunities for discussion
the students are responsible for before the referendum. These
some of this, but we are not forums, however, because of a
running this college. Oh, here lack of interest on the part of
comes another blast-the-Admin- the student body or inadequate
istration type, but who can we publicity, were poorly attended
turn to? I for one am getting a and therefore the views of the
little sick of promises. I can't greatest majority of the students
live on them.
remained unknown. Since the
We were told that judiciary proposal affects each
construction of the new Bridgewater student, commuter
commuter's parking lot at Great as well as resident, we acted in
Hill would begin ' the first or order to promote discussion and
second week of October. Are to provide the time necessary for
you going to wait until the snow this dialogue.
comes and you have one colossal
A college may be thought of
traffic jam before action begins? as an open forum for the
We are into the second year of exchange of ideas among its
promises for a foot bridge over members. Underlying this
the tracks, and it will be the fall concept is the assumption that
of 1970 before we may ever see an individual or a group of
it. Every day for two years the individuals has the right to
kids at Great HilI have been express its views. The proposed
promised a bus and they are stilI ' judiciary constitution was first
waiting. Now we have this open published and presented to the
house hassle. President student body in its completed
Rondileau makes a wonderful and revised form exactly one
gesture to the students, saying week before the referendum. It
he approves of anything we might also be noted that the
SCA seminar held five days later
presen~, as long as the State
Board of Trustees accepts it. (only two days before ,the
(Continued on Page 3)
More time-consuming bull-shit.
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(Continued from Page 2) .
referendum) was aimed only at
explaining the proposed
constitution and not a forum
through which changes in the
document might be proposed.
Three of the four students
handing out mimeographed
sheets on Thursday were sitting
in the second row directly facing
SCA president J.R . Mancini
during the seminar in which the
statement ~as made that the
proposed constitution would be
accepted or rejected by the
student body without changes.
It was at this seminar that the
questions of an interested
faculty member gave rise to
doubts about the effectiveness
of the proposed judiciary. In
addition to the questions we
already had, the issue was raised
whdher a simp le majority vote
of one thousand, that is, five
hundred and one votes in favor,
could actually be called a
majority rule on a campus of
three thousand.
We admit that until the time
of the seminar we still had been
too apathetic to act. The
seminar stimulated us and in
view of the fact that only seven
other students were there, we
felt that our doubts should be
made known to the whole
student body . It was obvious
that too few students were
actually aware of the provisions
in the proposed constitution. No

discussion of the judiciary
constitution had appeared in
THE COMMENT. No questions
!i"ye been asked; no explanations
given in the paper. The student
body was expected to approve
an important measure affecting
all studen ts; but it had not been
given ample time or opportunity
to express its views of the issue
once the document had been
officially presented to it. Yet the
purpose of a referendum is to
solicit the student body's
opinion on a measure not merely
its approval. It was with this in
mind that we composed and
mimeographed our questions
and expressed our view. We
could not publish these in THE
COMMENT because we could
not meet THE COMMENT's
Tuesday deadline.
. Therefore, we, as members
of this college community,
reassert our right to dissent on
any issue, in spite of the fact
that others may feel that our
actions may be petty and
immature. More importantly,
however, we plead with the
remainder of the student body
to show active interest in such
important campus issues as the
judiciary and to express their
views publicly in THE
COMMENT or in any other
peaceful and orderly manner
that they may see fit.
Charles Clark
Tom Crotty
Ron Petrin
Bob St. Pierre

Anne Wilson
Unique Ballet
Left to Right
Ro.alind Pearson
Robert Christopher
Profellor Barnett
Anne WiI.on

Class of '72 presents
Left to Right

Jaime Brockett .

w.ith Jim Palana

Robert Christopher

-Blanket ConcertFriday Evening
November 7
-8:00 P.M.-

Anne Wil.on

Kelly Gym
Bridgewater State College

Left to Right

$2.00 advance sales
$2.50 door sales

Sanford Le"itt
Lynn 'Colburn
Dennis Higgiru

TAIl!. WAY

GRAIII "'OpiNING'"
•••
FRIDAY NITE. NOV. 7th

SATURDAY NITE. NOV. 8th
8:00 P.M. - 12:00 A.M.

H:OO P.M. - 12 :00 A.M.
WRKO DJ. BOBBY MITCHELL
with two top N.E.
BANDS!

71-IE SPHIH~

PLV-1

THE REUHIO'"

WMEX DJ . RON ROBBIN
with two top N.E.
BANDS!

:J

""I-IE REUNION ~
-rHE OAWNBREAlCERS

PLANNED FOR THE UNDER 21 COLLEGE CROWD

/lmTfJ~iI(5 LIBHr 'ilJ[}(JCi)1J!J f
BY ROCICSONICS
PHONE: S"'88-Qa"o

ADMISSION: $2.50 per person

HARVEY

HARVEY

WALLBANGER

WALLBANGER

. CAN BE MADE

CAN BE MADE
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LEITER

The Christian Science

FROM

Organization cordially invites

VIETNAM
Ed Nbte. This letter was stall them by putting out a load
received by a student here from of rounds around and into the Z
his brother. It is presented here at suspected and active N. V.A.
in the hopes that some people positions. Our main fight up
will open their eyes to what here is witft NVA not V.C. Just
happens to someonf! in a yesterday, N. V.A. "sappers" hit
the "Rockpile, an outpost just
cOllstant combat situation.
about one km. to our N.W. and
14 OCt. 69 killed fourteen marines and
wounded one. We expected the
HiT
Got your letter a couple of sam~ except on a larger scale.
days ago along with a few more, Our perimeter wire is only fifty
but I haven't had the chance to meters from our hooch, so if
answer any of them until now. they hit us on this side we have
My nerves haven't settled yet. I about two minutes to get our
had to go to Con Thien our stuff together and lay down a
northern most fire base and base of fire. If they're "sappers."
work on some 4.2 mortars. We, we won't have to worry about
my buddy and myself, had a writing anymore letters and Ma
couple of close calls on the way will be a bou t $15,000 richer. All
back. The first one was a mine, this killing and waiting to 'be
the second one was an ambush. killed screws up your mind.
I'd rather not talk about them Even the guys I live with here
because I'm trying to forget have said I changed. I think I
them. Things were pretty quiet have. Before I was cautious and
here at night for the past two didn't want the gooks to hit us,
weeks until last night; we got hit but now we've taken just about
by mortar gas rounds. We lucked enough and waited too long. I'm
out ... no casualties except a supposed to go on a mission
couple pairs, of watery eyes. We with two of our guns into the
had a red alert all night long. D.M.Z. with the 4/12 cavalry to
That garbage that was in the blow some gook bunkers and
paper isn't half of what's going go oks to hell. At first I didn't
on, sure it was a major fight but want to go but now I don't care.
they don't print much of what I want to go and kill as many of
happens up here in the D.M.Z. them black clad slope eyed
The gooks are supposed to start bastards I see. It's wierd and
their winter offensive pretty hard to explain. After a while
soon and we have been trying to you just don't give a damn when

you to

you see your buddies blown up
or shot up. I've got a good
camera but film is a little hard to
get. As soon as I get some
pictures back I'll try and send
some. If you find out who those
guys were that got killed in that
car wreck, let me know, O.K.?
You bitching about listening to
the radio and can't think of
anything to say! God! I'd give
anything to listen to any radio in
the world. The only thing we get
to listen to out here G.1. station
back at Quang Tri and half the
time we can't pick them up out
here.
Tonight's pretty quiet but it
probably won't last long. We had
eight straight days of pouring
rain and no air cover or strikes;
so Charlie had plenty of time to
move their stuff out of the
D.M.Z. into position. The past
three days have been dry, so the
mud's starting to dry up; the sun
came out for the first time in
about two weeks. I better close
this off now because I still have
to clean my weapon and ammo
and tO,uch up the edge of my
knife. So I'll see you for now.
I'll write again if I get the chance
it might not be for a while but if
I'm still alive with two good
hands and arms. I'll manage
some more letters.
Still surviving,
Your g.d. brother Bill

their weekly meeting's
in Pope Hall
Main Floor Lounge-Each
Tues 3:15

-

,-- -

- -- -

7:30-9:30pm

Coffee House will be open
serving coffee and doughnuts

SCIENCE LECTURE HALL
Folk Singing + Films

9:30-1O:00pm
Candle ight Procession
Science Lecture Hall
- up Park ·ave through
center to Methodist Church.

10:00pm - DAWN
VIGIL
at Methodist Church
(Non-sectarian)

Friday Nov 14
10:00am
Horace Mann Auditorium
SPEAKER
10:00pm - 12:00pm
BUSES TO
WASHINGTON
,

LETTVIN
(Continued from Page I)
I 959-1961 , he was assisting
professor of Physiology and an
rising to Captain and Head of
Associate Professor of Biology
Neuropsychiatry at the 237th
from 1961-1966 , he was a
General Hospital. After this, he
researcJ1 associate.
served as Neurologist at the
Veteran's Administration in
Professor Lettvin achieved
Boston .
national prominence in May,
During the years 1946-1947,
1967 when he debated Tim
Prof. Lettvin worked on a Leary on the alleged harmful
motion sickness project in the effects of LSD and other drugs.
Department of Psychology at He has also appeared on several
the Univaersity of Rochester arid TV shows and has written a
from 1948-1951, he was Senior series of articles which have
Psychiatrist at Mantana (Illinois) appeared in the BOSTON
State Hosptial. From GLOBE.
1957-1959
Prof. Lettvin was
the Senior Consult ing
Considering the vast amount
Psychiatrist at the Boston of expertise in several subjects
Psychiatric Hospital.
this man has obtained over
Professor Lettvin has been . recent years and his
associated with M.l.T. since understanding of the younger
1951 when he served as a staff generation, this reporter feyls
member with the Research Lab. that hearing Professor Lettvin
of Electronics when he studied speak would be a valuable
Congenitive and Perceptive experience for all students and
processes in living systems. From faculty here at B.S.C.

FIRE FIGHT
by Michael O'Connell
My first battle in Vietnam
taught me two things: wars are
the ultimate in human ignorance
and that life was well worth
living ...
Personal Experience
remember a hot, humid
day in the middle of a
Vietnamese forest. I won't or
can't forget my first combat
action. Everything around me
struck me as unreal; the
blue-green hue of the junglei the
dirty men weighted down with
equipment, the prevailing
atmosphere of silence and
tension that acknowledged the
presence of an unseen enemy.
Thoughts of what a fire

-

ALL ARE WELCOME
-- - --

VIETNAM MORATORIUM
THURSDAY NOV 13

-

fight would really be like raced
through my mind. Would I be
too scared to fight or would I
freeze when I had to kill a man?
As I was to understand later,
those around me were also as
panic-stricken as I was. They had
seen men die at the hands of
other men before; they hoped
that somehow they could live
through just one more day.
We formed a perimeter on a
small hill to stay for the night.
My platoon was sent out to
make an ambush at a junction of
trails about fifty meters from
the company. Since the forest
was so thick, we were
completely isolated and out of
sight of the hill. We positioned
ourselves in muted anguish.

After about an hour, I
looked over to the position next
to mine. The man in that
position stiffened with a look of
horror on his face. He brought
his weapon up to his shoulder
and fired~ causing all other
positions and, of course, the
enemy to fire. The staccato
crescendo of automatic weapons
filled the air. The pungent odor
of cordite reached through the
jungle.
Since the enemy had walked
up the wrong trail, we had to
shift our positions nd form a
skirmish line to beat off their
attack. As the position next to
mine retreated, I noticed that
the man beside me was up on hil;
knee firing as fast as he could
load. His face had a savage look,
his eyes filled with fire.
Suddenly, his head jerked back,
he dropped his w~apon,
streams of hot, red blood
flowing down his face as a result
of shrapnel wounds. On orders
we then joined the skirmish line
forming to our rear.
The rattle from the firing of
small weapons continued across
a no-man's land of about twenty
yards for about an hour. Finally,
. it seemed as though the enemy
had retired, so we ceased fire
and called artillery in on their
positions. It was over.
It had been a sharp, bitter
little struggle. Five enemy lay
dead in the underbrush and four
Americans moaned from wounds
they had received. Nothing had
been gained, and everything
seemed to be inconsequential for
the lives of five men.
I thought of the futility of it
all and the lack of a good reason
to kill. I wondered why men
went to war and why people
coUI~ let their leaders be brave
with other peoples' lives. I
hoped that the next time I'd live
just through another day.
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Ask The Comment
Send questions to "Ask theComment"THE COMMENT office,
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, Mass. 02324 or drop them
in at THE COMMENT about college activities, curricula, or any
other aspect of student life.

.

Q. How come we can't play frisbee, use, or even ' walk on the
quadrangle?
A. While there are no specific rules against such activities, they are
discouraged since the quadrangle is one of the few well-kept spots on
campus. If a number of students ' decided to play on the quadrangle
day after day, it would s.o on look like the Great Hill Desert.
Q. Every time I walk by the Kelly Gym and glance at the swimming
pool it angers me. Many of my friends and I are avid swimmers
Could it, at all, be possible that the pool b'e opened during
the week days so that we may enjoy it during a free
'period here and there? The commuters are not on campus Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday nights during the present pool hours.
Couldn't it be opened at 10:00 Tuesday free hour or any other time
during the days next semester?
A. Your complaint is a legitimate one, however, it seems unlikely
that it will be rectified in the near future. Coach Yeskewicz
explained that there are very few hours during the day when the
pool is free and funds to pay for lifeguards are not available. The
pool is used at 10:00 on Tuesdays for swimming team practice. Most
other times it is used for physical education classes.

Peace Corps Degree
Program Exparu:kd
The officials of the Peace
Corps and the State University
of New York College at
Brockport announced
completion of arrangements for
continuing and extending the
uniq ue Peace Corps/College
Degree Program to admit a
fourth group of candidates in
June, 1970. The members of the
first contingent completing the
fifteen-month program which
combines the upper division
undergraduate education with
Peace Corps preparation are now
serving on a bi-national
educational development teams
in the Dominican Republic. The
second group is now serving in
similar assignments in Peru and
Honduras; the third group is
now in the academic year phase
of this joint project and is slated
for overseas assignment in Latin
America in August, 1970.
The candidates will be
selected from the ranks of
students in good star1ding at an
accredite~
college who are
completing their sophmore or
junior year by June, 1970.
Those selected will be able to
earn an A.B. or B.S. degree and
be eligible for a Peace Corps
assignment in one academic year
flanked by two summers of fully
subsidized and integrated
academic courses and Peace
Corps training. They are
expected to major in
mathematics or the sciences;
those who have completed their
junior year prior to entrance'
into the program have the
opportunity for a double-major.
At the end of the second
summer armed with the degree,
a teaching license, in depth cross
cultural preparation and fluency

in Spanish, the graduates as
Peace Corps Volunteers will be
off on their Latin American
assignment. As members of the
staffs of teacher training
institutions and/or oonsultants
to secondary teachers of
mathematics or science, they are
important participants in the
educational development efforts
of their host countries. During
their two year sojourn they have
the opportunity to earn up to
twelve semester hours of
graduate credit.
Peace Corps and college
officials pointed out the several
features which make this joint
program unique including:
academic credit for Peace Corps
training, two fully subsidized
summer sessions totalling thirty
semester credit hours, indepth
Peace Corps training
synchronized with the liberal
arts and specialized professional
preparation, individualized
programming, opportunity for
double majors and supervised
overseas graduate work.
"This integrated program is
based on our two fold
conviction that (1) to combine
the college and Peace Corps
experiences is to make both
more relevant and meaningful
and the personal product more
valuable (2) to provide
~uch-needed
skilled
specialists - mathematics and
science teachers-as Peace Corps
Volunteers in Latin America is
to make a significant
contribution to all concerned,"
said President Albert Warren
Brown, of the State Univt:rsity
College at Brockport in
announcing the extension of this
unique partnership.

Earth Science lecture
by Henry Rondelli
BRIDGEWATER ... Because of an
unexpected trip to Africa, Dr.
Anthony Mariano, research
geologist with the Kennecott
Copper Company, was unable to
speak at the second lecture of
Sixth Annual Lecture Series
sponsored by the Department of
Earth Sciences and Geography.
Fortunately, the evening
was saved when Dr. Emmanuel
Maier, the department chairman,
invited one of his many friends
to speak.
Mr. Thomas Holland,
president of Geomeasurements,
Inc., presented a lecture on his
field of work entitled
"Commercial Subsurface
Ex pi 0 rat ion and
I nstrumentation for Structures like
Dams, Bridges, and BUildings."
Basically, Mr. Holland's

peat is located, expenses rise
since either the material has to
be removed or piles must be
driven to the solid bedrock
further below.
In some cases, a "flexible"
building can be erected upon
such underlying material.
Through the use of various
instruments and formulas, the 12/ 4/68
1/21/69
permeability of the soil can be
2/24/69
found in order to determine how
2/24/69
much the underlying soil will be
3/19/69
compressed by the structure to
be built and to insure that the
3/19/69
final structure will not settle
3/24/69
3/25/69
more than one inch.
Among the tests employed
3/25/69
in the case of clay soils are the
5/ 6/69
triaxial test and the
5/16/69
consolidation test.
5/16/69
Unfortunately much of the
6/ 4/69
lecture concentrated upon the 7/24/69
formulas and tests which Mr.
9/24/69
Holland uses, and those were 9/24/69
somewhat difficult to 9/24/69
comprehend in one lecture.
The use of more concrete
examples or areas where Mr.
Holland has worked or the
utilization of slides would have
added greatly to the lecture.
The final lecture of the fall
series will be held Wednesday,
December 3, with Professor
Marion Wright, professor of
geography, Rhode Island
College. Her topic, which should 12/ 4/68
1/21/69
be of interest tp anthropology
5/16/69
students also, is entitled "South
9/24/69
America, Cultural Contrasts."
9/24/69
Free coffee will precede the
7:30 lecture in room 301,
Science Building, at 7:00 P.M.,
and the public is welcome.

Earth Scien ce

Club
A meeting of the Earth
Science Club was held during the
free hour on October 28 under
the direction of club ~resident
Richard Gallagher. After a short
business meeting during which a
committee was appointed for
consideration of possible field
trips, Professor Robert Dillman,
the club advisor, led a discussion
on air pollution.
Although man has not done
much to combat the "cesspool
in the sky", he has at least
partially become aware of its
existence as a problem .
Especially significant are air
pollution's role as a health
problem, its effects upon plants,
and its possible effect upon the
mean temperature of the world
to cause a climatic change. Any
one of these effects reveals that
there is a definite need to
alleviate air pollution.
A t the close of the
discussion, Mr. Dillman
announced that the Woodshole
Oceanographic Institute will be
holding a number of informal
lectures on various aspects of
pollution and that club members
are invited to attend.

work utilizes instrumentation
for measurment in the earth
sciences, particularly soils, and
he is equally called upcm to
assist the civil and structural
engineer, whenever the engineer
wishes to use soils as a BRIDGEWATER ... The
foundation building material
Montanaro Workshop was a
A It hough geographers refreshing change of pace for
recognize many soil types, the those students who participated.
civil engineer recognizes three: Although the workshop was
granular soil, made up of sand originally scheduled for four
and gravel; cohesive soil, nights, it was held ov~r for an
composed of silt and clay extra night due to the favorable
materials; and a soil mixture of response it received.
both granular
and cohesive
soils, often found in glacial till.
For those who had the
If test borings reveal granular courage to take off their shoes
soil, the civil engineer is and climb onto the stage, it was
fortunate since this material is an interesting and challenging
suitable for the foundations of experience. The program began
most structures.
with exercises. Montanaro
However, if clay or even instructed those on the stage by

I

12/24/69
4/18/69
4/18/69
9/24/69

Breakage Fees
GREAT HILL MEN'S BREAKAGE FEE
(Jan. 4, 1969 - Sept. 24, 1969)
$
$

Hixon Electric Co.
Central Glass Co. Inc.
J .H. Fairbanks Co.
Corcoran Supply Co.
Sanders Hardware
Sanders Hardware
Edward Joyce
Hixon Electric Co.
Ellerton Rogers
Central Glass Co. Inc.
Central Glass Co. Inc.
Robertshaw Controls Co.
Bliss-Gamewell
Central Glass, Inc.
Eureka Upholstering Co :
Central Glass Co.
Hixon Electric Co.

25.00
36.15
.98
80.64
83.29
179.68
81.60
74.32
40.80
26.50
32.60
1112.64
239.70
33.50
888.84
260.80
120.12

$3317.16

Anticipated Expenses

325.00
$3642.16

GREAT HILL WOMEN'S BREAKAGE FEE
(Jan. 4, 1969 - Sept. 24, 1969)
Hixon Electric Co.
Central Glass Co. Inc.
Robertshaw Controls Co.
Eureka Upholstering Co.
Central Glass Co.

,

,

$

25.00
36. 15
374.63
67.00
63.20

$ 565.98
MEN'S LOWER CAMPUS
(Dec. 27, 1968 - Sept. 24, 1969)
Central Glass Co. Inc.
Kenneth Dobkin
Tom Clemence
Central Glass Co.

$

20.50
7.50
7 .50
43.50
79.00
85.00

Anticipated
WOODWARD HALL
Anticipated

$

35.00

Sophomore Marathon
by Greg McGrath
BRIDGEWATER .. . In a
successful effort to create a
different type of entertainment,
the So ph more Class held it's first
marathon in the gym. This
consisted of several activities all
going on simultaneously.
. One half of the gym
featured a mixer where the
"Filet of Soul" from the
Surf-Nantasket performed from
8-12. While this was going on, a
movie, the "Giant Bohemouth"
wa,s shown. This was reported to
be one of the biggest successes
of the marathon.
During the course of the
night special . activities were
carried on in seperate rooms off
the gym and downstairs. There

was a folk room where you sat
on floor mats and listened to the
various groups and singers
perform. Some of the groups
featured wer·e the "Flute
Group" and the "Folk Process".
Some of the singers were Joan
Nawazelski, Herb Ward, Art
Sullivan and John Richter.
There was a ·game room
where you could play
Monopoly, Whist and other games.
In the small gym a
basketball game was held and
was open to anyone (Male or
Female) who wished to play. All
in all, it was was a good night
and this raises hopes that more
marathons will be held, longer in
duration.

Montanaro Workshop
demonstrating various exercises.
He also showed them how to
convey an image through the
exercise. He illustrated this using
motions first like a .toreador,
then like a bird.
The p articipan ts were
somewhat hesitant to follow his
example, but once they began,
their enthusiasm mounted. The
exercises served not only to
prepare people physically, but
also to initiate them to the idea
of conveying feeling without the
use of words. Later, .Montanaro
let the participants create their
own feelings and try to illustrate

them through motion.
Many various ideas were
developed, such as those of a
snake or an elevator. Montanaro
stressed the necessity of using
large motions as well as various
facial expressions.
Throughout t~e workshop,
many were able to obtain a
break in routine, get some
exercise, rid themselves of
inhibitions, and be creative at
the same time. The general
opinion of those who attended
was that the Montanaro
workshop was a great success.
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Results of 1969 Meets

Intramurals
by Tom Gilmartin

I

Co- captairu
Leo Fanning and Herb Lynch

Bear Tracks
by Jim Doody
The Bears football team is
faced with a problem. Whether it
develops as a major one or a
minor one is left entirely up to
them. After last weeks 34-0 loss
to Brockport before a
"turnaway" crowd of about
200, the Bridgewater gridders
morale is down. Against the
Gold e n Eagles, Bridgewat6l'
looked deplorable. Each of
Brockport's five touchdowns
covered 20 yards or more. On
two of those touchdowns,
defensive backs got caught "up"
on bootlegs. On two others,
defenaive guards got trapped,
anowing the ball carrier to slip
away. On Brockport'~ last score,
a 44 yard touchdown pass, a
Bear's line blocker was out of
position.
A football team can't expect
to make mistakes like that and
win ball games. But Brockport
has been out of town since
Satmday night and Bears must
now look to an improved Curry
team. Bridgewater s!lOuld be
able to handle the Colonels, but
if team morale remains at its
present ebb, who can say what
disaster might await us in the
last two weeks of the season.
Last year, Bridgewater was
trounced by Brockport 61-0, but
came back home the next week
to nip Geneva 14-12. There
should be no reason why they
can't do it two years in a row.
Despite the somber tone of
last week's Brockport game ,
there were a few individuals who
shone through the fog. Safety.
Leo Fanning, intercepted two
passes, and the P.A. announcer
was saying his name all morniI)g
in tackles . Jim Federico picked
up 87 yc-rds rushing in 10 carries
for an 8.7 average per run.
Federico also played well on
defense and did a good job
punting. Frosh Ed Cavly, filling
in at defensive end for the
injured Paul Tripp looked
"impressive. Cavly, starting his
first colkge game did a goud job
containing Brockport's outside
ground game.
Despite Saturday's loss,
Head Coach Pete Mazzafero had
praise for those assisting him in
directing the Bears this season.
Ma z z a fer 0 p raised assistant
coaches Ed Brown, Joe Lanzaro,
and Bill Clifford for the work
that they've done this year.
Coach Brown came here last
season from the coaching staff at
B.U. and works with the interior
linemen. Coach Lanzarro has
been on the Bears staff since the

football program was
inaugurated here and works with
the ends. Many upper class men
remember Bill Clifford as no. 33,
co-captain of the Bears 1967
squad. Coach Clifford directs the
defensive secondary.
Mazzafero also lauded this
year's captains, Leo Fanning and
Herb Lynch for the leadership
that they have provided the
Bears thus far in the season.
Both guys are quiet people who '
set their examples on the field.
Fanning has been a stand-out aU
season at safety, while Lynch
has been playing solidly all
season at linebacker while acting
as defensive ,!uarterback.

Curry Preview
The Bridgewater State
Football Team will close out it 's
home stand this Saturday when
they take on the Colonels of
Curry College at Legion Field.
Kickoff for this year's final
home game is set for 1:30.
This year Curry boasts the
best team in its school's history.
The Colonels come to
Bridgewater with a 3-3 slate and
are up after last week's 12-2 win
over Nichols.
Curry's offense this season is
paced by flashy sophomore
running back, Dan Giangregario.
The colonels ground game
though is rather inconsistent and
they should rely on their passing
attack led by quarterback Rick
Dalessio. Dalessio, a sophomore
also, is a left handed passer and
should be throwing to his
favorite target : Frank Thomasin.
Bears ' mentor Pete
Mazzafero said that the Bears
don't look for any serious
problems in the Curry defense .
Bridgewater again will try to run
off tackle, run outside, and stick
with the short passes.
The main problem for the
Bears gridders this week will be
one of team morale. After last
week's 34-0 , drubbing at the
hands of Brockport. The Curry
game as well as next week's
scrap at Trenton State could go
either way . Which way they go
will depend on the attitude of
thirty-five men in red and white
shirts.
Saturday will be Parents
Day at Legion Field, and the
points of team members will be
honored.

With only a week remaining
in the 1969 Bridgewater State
flag football season , the Sigs and
Kappa are the teams to beat. By
winning a hardly fought contest
with a big Phi Pi Delta team by a
score of 12-0, the Kappa team
boosted their win total to 4 wins
with only one setback. The Sigs,
dubbed a "tough bunch of
players" by Coach Yeskevicz,
maintained their perfect record
with an impressive 12-0 victory
over the underrated Chiefs. The
Sigs ' perfect 5-0 record on the
season leads the league. A
scrambling G.D.I. team has a
respectable 3-1 record and is a
sure bet to maintain the third
position. The Beta Bullets hold a
4-3 record and fourth spot. The
Chiefs and Sixty-niners are tied
for sixth place with identical
r e cords of 3-3 and 4-4
respectively. Phi Pi Delta has
sole possession of fifth place,
with Caron's Barrons and a
winless Alpha team bringing up
the rear.
Problems did arise during
the season . A problem
commonplace in almost anysport
is the official. Numerous
arguments flared up as a result
of vague and disputed calls.
Coach Yeskevicz has already
taken steps to remedy this
si tuation in our intramural
program . . Basketball clinics
under the supervision of John
McCooly and Don Ward, the
student director of intramurals,
will soon begin to instruct
perspective officials in the
knowledge and are of refereeing
basketball games. The punt rule
gave rise to another problem.
I ndividual players felt they
should be allowed to move
down field before the ball had
been punted. To promote safety ,
Coach Yeskevicz ruled that a
player must remain behind the
scrimmage line until the ball is
kicked. Coach Yeskevicz stressed
the need of safety factors
because, as he put it, "several
players have over-interpreted the
concept of contact in flag
football." Problems have not
dismayed Coach Yeskevicz. He
feels the response and interest in
intramurals has been
commendable and can be
maintained. The next intramural
program is basketball with the
first game slated for Dec. I.

CrD" Country
Season Ends
by Tom Steele
BSC's cross country season
ended on a sad note last
Wednesday as the Bears were
handed their tenth and eleventh
losses . The meet held at
Assumption college, Worcester,
was dominated by a strong
Barrington team which grabbed
four of the top five places in an
effort that captured first place in
the meet. Assumption placed
second , on their home course of
4.6 nukes. Again BSC "Big 3"
ran a strong race but five
Assumption runners crossed the
finish line before BSC's fourth
and fifth men . Captain Dave
Layton's attempt to finish at the
top of the pack was thwarted
when he sprained his ankle for
the second time this season.
Steve Mullen ran his best race of
the year, finishing fourth for
BSC.
Asked if he was

BRIDGEWATER . .. The Sigs,
. thus far eluding defeat, are
sporting the only unblemished
record in this year's intramural
football league.
Among the top teams are
the Sigs, . the Chiefs, Kappa,
69'ers, Phi Pi Delts, and the Beta
Bullets. Of these six teams in
contention , no team leads any
other by more than 2 games.
All games are hard hitting
and highly contested. Often this
year tempers have flared but the
referees have somehow managed
to keep things under control.
Some of the more outstanding
games this year have been Sigs
12 69'ers 6 , Sigs 12 Phi Pi Deltas
Phi Pi Delta 25, 69'ers 14.
Many players hav.e displayed
great skill and knowledge of the
sport. Among these are Tom
Sebonas, Dennis Wiffle, and J.
Defezio , Jim Toole , Steve
Landers,and Dick. Sarkesian of
the Sigs, Jim Duffy , Ed Jarvis,
and Mike Campbell of Phi Pi
Delta, Ron Zagaja and Jim Tagle
of Beta.
The skill, desire and
enthusasim are all there to make
this year one of the best seasons
the intramural program has seen.
The standing thus far is:
Team
WI Pct.
Sigs
4 0 1.000
Chiefs
3 1 .750
Kappa
3 1 .750
69'ers
4 2 .666
Beta Bullets
3 3 .500
Phi Pi Delta
2 2 .500
G.D.I. 's
1 2 .333
Caron's Barons 1 3 '.250
Alpha Epsilon
0 5 .000
All make. up games will be
scheduled in the regular manner.
disappointed with the season,
Coach Calabrese began, "No, our
five and eleven record is only
numbers. If doesn't show the
desire exemplified by our team.
We've had trouble with injuries
all year, yet the men still went
out and did their best. Not once
did anyone drop out of a race."
Next year' s season should prove
very successful with the top five
runners returning to action. The
coach has already began
planning -a: summer training
schedule in conjunction with
meetings to be held once a week
to check the men's progress.
Powers, Branagan and BusielC led
the team standings and displayed
excellent form in every meet.
The Assumption meet was the
last cross country event in which
captain Dave Layton will run at
BSC. He was a member of the
team for three years and turned
in many excellent performances
in those years. The team
expresses their thanks to him
and wishes him good luck in all
his future endeavors. Next year
at this time BSC's hope is to
reverse this season's record and
perhaps add a few more victorys.
"It's going to be tough but I'm
confident we can bring about
that change," said Calabrese.

•

Something new and exciting
at B SC .... C o-ed Square
dancing! Come and do your
co-ed thing every Tuesday night
from .6- 7 : 20 in the Kelly Barn
(Gym). Dancing will be offered
this quarter. Miss Patricia
Phillips, a renoun caller will be
advisor to this group . Take
advantage - give it a try.
"Men's Bell Bott.o m Navy
PantsS3. Army coats SS.
Peacoats S 5. Ike jackets,
S 3. Vests S I. etc. .
Tel. 586-294-5. 1134 Mon.
tello St., Campello, also
open Saturday M orninas.

Top 5
Place Name
2
C. Powers 20:59 (4.1 mi.)
4
P. Branagan 21 :27
B. Busiek 21 : 51
6
8
T.Steele22 :51
9
S. Mullen 22 :59
Barrington Worcester St.
BSC Emerson
6
P. Branagan 25:01
C. Powers 25: 14 (4.6 mi.)
7
12
B. Busiek 25:48 (*only 3)
in top 23
(SNEC) Bryant
Quinnipiac BSC
SMU Nichols
C. Powers
5
7
P. Branagan (4 .9 mi.)
10
B. Busiek
15
T. Steele
17
J. Livingston
Bryant BSC
Mass. Maritime New Haven
4
C. Powers
5
B. Busiek
7
P. Branagan (4 .6 mi. )
9
T. Steele
12
J. Livingston

WomlllS Varsity Sports
BRIDGEWATER .. .Miss Lynne
Yeamens, a new faculty member
of the Women's Physical
Educa 'tion Department,
grad uated from Bridgewater
State College and received her
masters from Smith College.
Miss Yearn ens will be coaching
varsity volleyball starting after
Thanksgiving. The competitive
season for volleyball will begin
third quarter, however the
intramural program, which is
open to all, will provide an
opportunity for those interested
in volleyball to play on a
recreational basis. All skill levels
are welcome, interest is the only
requirement .
Ther e will b e an
organi z a'tional meeting for
. anyone interested in the varsity
team on Nov. 13, 1969 at 5:45
in the gym.
Miss Judy Inchneider, a
former graduate of Bridgewater
State College will be coaching
the girls basketball team this
season. Miss Schneider is also the
coach at Hanover High School.
The Hanover girl's basketball
team has won the South Eastern
Mass. Basketball Tournament in
1965, 1966, 1968 and 1969.
Try-outs for the team will be
November 4th, 5th 'a nd 6th from
6:00 - 7:20. The first game will
be Dec. 5tp. against Central
Connecticut College.
The Womens' Bowling team
at BSC has joined the Tri-State
Bowling Conference. They will
participate in a tournament on
Nov. 22, in Worcester and on
Dec. 6th at Central Connecticut
State College. The members of
the team are Deb Isherwood,
Sandy De Carpo, Elizabeth
Graziano, Margaret Galford,
Cathie Beattie and Bonnie
Roberts. There is room for four
more members. Anyone
interested should see Peg
Galford or Dr. Tufts, a new
faculty member.
THE BRDIGEWATER
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM has
ended its season with a 2-2-1
record. They have played against
Salem State, Wheaton, Wellesley,
Bouve and Westfield State
College. The team has also
participated in two sports days,
one at U. Mass and one at
Wellesley. The scorers for the
team are Gail Teevans, Diane
Dednah, Kathy Seabloom, and
Sandy Taraskiewicz ..... .

I
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Mancini's
(Continued from Page I)
a result, the proposed Judiciary
Constitution was printed in THE
COMMENT before it was voted
on by the Council. I had a
general seminar on the Judiciary
one Tuesday, 3rd hour in the
auditorium. About 25 students
took the initiative to attend . I
had an informal discussion on
the Judiciary one evening at
Great Hill Dorm . About 8
people attended . I called an
open seminar of the SCA to
discuss the proposal.
Approximately a dozen
non-Council members attended.
At the two open SCA Council
Meetings when the Judiciary was
debated and voted on, about 12
non - Council members attended .
At this time many of the
suggestions by students were put
into the Judiciary Constitution.
The entire revised proposed
Judiciary Constitution was
reprinted again in THE
COMMENT. Another seminar
was held the Tuesday , 3rd hour
before the referendum . Ten
students and one faculty
member took the time to come
and ask questions. Then the final
blow came on Thursday,
October 29, 1969 - the day of
the Judiciary Constitution
referendum. During the day
some "concerned" students
passed out mimeographed papers
urging a negative vote on the
Judiciary and asking questions
about it. Most of the people
handing out the papers had
never attended a seminar on the
Judiciary or took the time to
discuss it with me. Rather, they
waited until the final day to ask
questions. At about 5:00 p.m.
the votes were counted - 614 out
of over 3,000 students took the
time to vote. Because 1/3 of the
student body was needed to
make the referendum valid, no
action could be taken on the
judiciary.
I have mentioned only a few
instances of the pettiness and
immature activity occuring at
this institution. It appears as if
Bridgewater were still a Normal
School. This college is infested
with a pathetic case of apathy
and stagnancy. The few
beautiful peop\e who have tried
to do some good things here
have been frustrated in their
efforts. One has already resigned
and I can easily understand his
reasons. Some faculty members
have also taken an effort to liven
up the campus. Their efforts,
too, have not been highly
rewarded. Look at the
attendance at the films that Bob
Rose has taken the time to
show. And what about the farce
that the children of Bridgewater
made out of the efforts of the
Visual Arts Club and John Heller
on the eve before Halloween?
I have come to the
conclusion that the students of
this college are not ready for
freedom or self-government ,
They can do a lot of talking but
when they are asked to work or
get involved the answer is
usually negative. I have, after
careful thought, concluded that
the Student Government of this
school can only be as effective as
the student body lets it .
To date, the student body
has shown a great amount of
disinterest . I can no longer work
under these conditions. If the
student body of this school just
wants to sit back and be treated
like a bunch of high-schoolers,
then that's what you can have!
At times, even worse than
the apathy of the students, is the
lack of honesty on the. behalf of
some administrators in this
school. Some have tried to
manipulate me to their
provincial poin ts of view, while
others have told me straight- out

Resignation.

lies. How can you have a college and rebel against him . It is a
community when there is little pathetic scene , but it does,
respect or honesty between unfortunately, exist .
administration and students. I
want to clarify , however, that I
Therefore, I hereby resign
do still have respect for from the office of Student
President Rondileau , the one
Cooperative Association
administrator whom I believe
has tried his best to protect the President because I feel that this
rights and freedoms of the organization is dead. It is dead
students. Unfortunately he is from ridiculous, petty, personal
responsible to a Board ' of differences, and the absence of
Trustees and a State House who real freedom and just plain lack
have a tendency to also of interest. I can see no need to
embellish themselves in pettiness help improve the student body
and political game-playing which because, through their pettiness,
has greatly hindered the state immaturity , and apathy, they
college system . It appears that have shown that they do not
we have only a phony facade of deserve it.
Good luck and enjoy your
freedom , because when we try
to assert real freedom we come mediocrity!
Respectfully ,
up against arguments for
~;,~ . J. Robert Mancini
"accountability" and
"responsibility". It comes down
C
~)
to what was said by the lawyer
Co
:0
in the movie "Easy Rider" , - a
lot of people talk about freedom
but when they see a free
individual they become afraid

~

/~)~\

Interview:
Dr. Wartz

Doctor Dorothy Wertz is As the departments grow, the
one of the new members of the experience ought to become
BSC faculty . Her greatly more rewarding for Dr. Wertz
diversified background leaves her and her colleagues. It is hoped
more than qualified to hold her tha t a. greater number of
teaching positions in both the students will develop an interest
sociology and anthropology dept. in these new departments, as
She received her first degree their growth will help to
charged that the COMMENT's
from
Radcliffe in 1958 and establish BSC's new role as a
sports coverage was "poor", but
did not cite any specific subsequently spent a year liberal arts college rather than
references during the meeting, abroad in England studying at merely a teachers' college.
Our growing departments in
and he was answered with the the London School of
statement that while he thought Economics and traveling in her Sociology and Anthropology are
it was poor, many others free time. From 1960 until relevant and interesting in
thought it was good, and 1966, when she earned her Phd themselves; with the addition of
without specific references it in the Psychology and sociology faculty members with the
was a matter of opinion. Lat~r, of Religion, Dr. ' Wert'z did background and variety of
after the meeting, Mr. Ward graduate work at Harvard
interests and talents of Dr.
accused Dave Wilson of
University. Since 1960 she has Wertz , they certainly demand ,
"copping out" on the issue.
When he was asked by Dave to held teaching ' positions at serious consideration by those of
explain the charge, he cited the Harvard Divinity school, Bryn our student body who are
October 21st issue which did not Mawr College, Kingborough undecided as to the field they
have a sports page. It was • Com m unity College, Boston wish to enter. Dr. Wertz seems
pointed out to him that we lost College, Rhode Island College quite willing to take time to
our sports editor suddenly and and SMU. The courses Dr. Wertz discuss possible involvement in
there was not sufficient time to has taught cover a wide range these fields with in terested
get the stories before going to and · include such subjects as students. However, those who
press, and the following issue Social Ethics, Comparative
wish to see Dr. Wertz might be
would contain the news that was
Rei i g ion, In t rod u c tory wise to make an appointment;
missed. Me. Ward himself
admitted that coverage of the Sociology, and Sociology of the her interview with the
COMMENT was scarcely
Frostburg game was excellent, Arts.
finished and she was busy
and when confronted with the
Extending her talents into discussing weekend plans with
facts surrounding our missing
sports page, his answer was the field of literature, Dr. Wertz another faculty member. It
has, with a colleague from Case app.ears that Dr. Wertz is hard to
"okay."
Western University, co-authored locate in her free time.
Several other charges 'were
leveled at the COMMENT, such a book about Hindu monastic
as not being representative of institutions. She expects the
the campus, and it was pointed book to be published within
out by Dave and J. Robert about six months. Her future
Mancini, President of the S.C.A. plans include two books to be KINGSTON ... On Friday Oct.
and former editor of the written in conjunction with her 24, approximately fifty BSC
COMMENT that the newspaper husband , a humanities professor
secondary majors attended the
staff is open to anyone who at MIT. The first book will annual convention of the
wants to join, and the paper has concern religious radicals ' in Plymouth County Education
actively recruited students to American as compared with Association at the Silver Lake
work on it. "It certainly is not a contemporary student radicals; Regional High School in
clique," Bob said, "anyone can the second will concern the West Kingston. This was the second
jom and in' fact it is one of the Indian Community in Boston.
year in which BSC students
most representative groups on
Dr. Wertz will probably be attended this affair. This
campus, with veterans, fraternity able to draw somewhat upon
practice enables the students,
brothers, varsity sports players, personal experiences in writing
who hope to become teachers,
commuters, dorm students, and
the second book. She l~ves with to become aware of some of the
a complete range of political
problems faced by teachers,and
viewpoints serving on its staff." her husband in the South End of
Boston, a polyglot neighborhood
also of the advances being made
The last charge lev~led at
which she terms, "exciting to
in the field of education.
the paper was inclusion of
say
the
least."
Together,
she
and
The students who made the
columns by non-students, and
trip 'wish to express their
specifically a column that her husband redecorated the old
appreciation to the faculty and
appeared in the first several issues brownstone building that they
the administration for their
by Jim Moore, who graduated own, and readers may recall that
from here last year. "This was a the Wertzs ana some of their
cooperation in this endeavor,
cultural column, "
the neighbors were recently featured
especially to Dean Harrington.
COMMENT has stated , " and it in the magazine section of a
was, and is, our feeling that Boston newspaper.
students here are interested in
To return to more academic
cultural activities." The paper
If you worked for the
thoughts, Dr. Wertz told THE
declared that it is essential, when
COMMENT that she is happy
covering such activities as the
COMMENT
with her new position; however,
Boston night life scene, that the
individual who writes have a she doesn't feel that in the first
your article might
p.articular knowledge of it, as year she will be able to
11m Moore has because he works experience it fully. As of now,
have appeared here.
there and is close to it. The the Anthropology majors
column has not appeared for n u m b er only six and the
some time.
sociology majors about fifteen.

Comment
Under ·Attack
(Continued from Page I)
devoted exclusively to campus
news, and the remaining 13%, it
has been estimated that, with
the exception of three or four
percent, this news has been
related to our college because, as
in the case of the row at
Fitchburg, Salem, etc., these are
sister state colleges and we felt
whatever happens there of
importance could affect
Bridgewater as well. The
COMMENT considered it vitally
impottant to this school to make
the students aware of significant
activities such as have taken
place outside the B.S.C. campus
which relate to us, he sai<t.
In regards to advertising,
Dave a~reed with Mary Ellen
that the present situation is not
satisfactory, and told the group
that efforts are underway to
secure sufficient outside
advertising so that the present
policies could be changed. As it
stands no~, he said, the paper
has received 'orders from S.C.A.
to procure advertising money,
and at present the paper has no
choice but to comply with the
S.C.A.'s edict and charge campus
activities that in turn charge
students to attend these
activities. Dave pointed out that
campus activities that do not
charge admission rates are not
charged for advertising in thc
COMMENT , but rather only
those that do charge for
admission.
James Stetson, President of
the Junior Class, defended the
COMMENT's position in this
matter, as did Bill Johnston,
President of the Day Student
Association, while Owen Graf,
V.P. of the Senior Class and
Frank Cullen , President of the
Sophomore Class took an
opposite point of view.
Owen Grat specifically
complained about a cartoon,
which ran two pages, in the
October 21 st issue, and charged
this was a misuse of funds . It
was agreed that this was a
legitimate complaint, but it was
pointed out that the printer, not
the paper's staff, had inserted
that page, and we were not
charged for it. Due to
complicated printing procedures,
it was actually easier and
cheaper for the printer to run
the newspaper with the
insertion, and he did this on his
own at his own cost.
Don Ward, President of the
Men's Athletic Association,

Silver Lake
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Shades of Gandalf:
The Wild Bunch
Violence may be lJrevalent proud of them. With regained
in American society in general , confidence and possessing robust
but BSC appears to have no spirits, The Wild Bunch
began
problems with the addition or to back tract to the water hole '
the C.I.A., yours truly, Gandalf, while keeping an eye out for the
and how something else. Under "monster". Just as they were
the leadership of the fearless, crossing in the "Dry Gulch" area
ice-veined, do-gooder, a huge black figure in the shape
Shamrock, The Wild Bunch, has of a monster jumped in front of
been formed to keep violence them and blocked the road. The
<:Sff the campus. Besides their following conversation ensued:
valiant leader, there are eight Monster: "Looking for
other members in this vigilance
something?"
committee. They are known Shamrock: "Yea , a monster,
throughout the West (of the
what's it to ya?"
campus) by their brotherhood
Monster: "Plenty , I'm the
(not to be confused with
so-called monster and how
fraternity) names: Sly, Lefty,
come you ain't runnin' like
Grizzly, Preach, Moleface,
the rest did?"
Angel, Conchita, and Pun-kin.
Shamrock: "Well, I know this is
Their first venture was a
going to be a shock to you
complete success. After hearing
but I'm Shamrock, the
of the terrorizing of Great Hill
fearless, ice-v ·e ined,
by a "monster", Shamrock,
do-gooder leader of The
Preach, Lefty, Angel and
Wild Bunch!"
Moleface decided to comb the Monster:
Hill area and begin· peaceful
"Well heaven forbid, If I
negotiations. But the
knew th;t this was the turf
. unwillingness of the "monster"
of the Wild Bunch I would
to appear and face them left
have never ventured away
them no choice but to assume
from Monponsett. It's like
the offensive. So after retiring to
this though. I only came up
town and picking up supplies
to the ole water hole for a
(one half-gallon of port and a
drink alld half the
quart of Bud) this fearsome
community goes into panic.
fivesome went back up the Hill
What's a monster to do?
to call him out. While searching
Anyway I only need a drink
for the monster they chanced
every ten years. At this time
upon the P.U. Corral and a head
I take enough to keep in
of porkers. Never failing to seize
storage so that I won't have
an opportunity to brush up on
to bother anyone."
their talents, Shamrock and
Shamrock: "Well, now that
Lefty had a good old fashioned
you've had your fill why
pig stampede while Moleface
don't you return home and
lived up to his legend as the
hopefully the next time you
"quickest man in the West" and
come up with a thirst the
outran ninety squealing pigs
lakes and rivers won't be so
(.who had, incidentally, been
polluted that you have to go
prodded to run in his direction).
so far."
Moleface also proved his Monster: "Ditto, see you later
versatility by clearing a four foot
gang!"
fence with a single leap.
And, so with their first
Having earned a rest, the venture under their belts The
group imbibed their provisions Wild Bunch waits diligently until
with a hearty zestfulness that they are needed again to fight
would have made John Wayne fear, evil or ill to mankind.

is done with just enough
quietness and grace to make it
reach out to you and follow you
after the show.
Jaime Brockett will be here
in concert on Friday night, and

Football , Curry College, Home
Game Parent's Day Activities
Cross Country, N.A.I.A. (Away)
November 12, 7:00P.M.
P.E.M . .Club Meeting,
Gymnasium
November 13,8:05 P.M.
Modern Dance Club Gymnasium
Show

International Study
Abroad Closes
NEW YORK ... The Institute of
In t ern a t ion a I Ed uca tion
announces that the 1970-71
competition for· grants for
graduate study abroad offered
by the U.S. Government under
the Fulbright-Hays ·Act and for
grants offered by various foreign
governments, universities, and
private donors will close in
December.
A total of approximately
500 grants will be offered for
1970-71, approximately the
same number offered last year,
although well below the total
quota of two years ago.
Fulbright-Hays Full Grants
will be available to the following
countries: Argentina, Australia,
Belgium-Luxembourg, Brazil,
Ceylon, Chile, Colombia,
Denmark, Ecuador, Finland,
Federal Republic of Germany,
India, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Korea, New ~ealand, Peru,
Portugal, Sweden, Thailand, the
United Kingdom, and Uruguay.
Full grants to the following
countries, although previously
announced in the 1970-71
brochure, have been cancelled:
the Republic of China, France,
Greece, Iceland, Iran, Malaysia,
the Netherlands, Norway, the

Philippines, Spain and Turkey.
There will be no teaching
assistantships of fellowships to
Italy or the Philippines.
F u I b righ t-Hays Travel
Grants will supplement
maintenace awards to: Denmark,
the Federal Republic of
Germany, Israel, Italy, Poland,
Romania, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, and Yugoslavia. There
will be no travel grants to
France.
Foreign grants (offered by
foreign governments, universities
and private donors) will be
available for: Austria, the
Federal Republic of Germany,
Iceland, Israel, Italy, Mexico,
Poland, Romania, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia
and Turkey. In' France and
Yugoslavia, both study grants
and teaching assistantships will
be available. Some of these are
full awards; others cover
mainten~nce and tuition only.
Additional information and
application forms may be
requested from the campus
Fulbright Program Advisor,
Dean Harrington. The deadline
for submission of completed
application forms to the
Fulbright Advisor is approaching

Faculty Student
Coffee Hour

On Wednesday, November assistant coordinator for Mayor
12 a faculty-student coffee hour - White's tutoring program in the
will be held at the Christian South End. We are seeking
Fellowship Center from 10-12 volunteers, students who are
AM. All members of the willing to spend two one hour
academic community are invited sessions with High School
to participate in this Students in the South End who
opportunity to meet the new wish to be tutored in many
members of our faculty. Coffee subject areas.
and donuts will be served.
The tutoring will take place
SOUTH END TUTORIAL at St. Steven's Church on
Monday and Wednesday from
please don't wait until after he PROGRAM
Christian Fellowship is 7-9 PM and on Tuesday,
has come and gone to think that
maybe you missed something by sponsoring a tutorial program at Thursday, and Friday from 3-5
St. Steven's Church, South End. P.M. Any interested students are
not going.
I remember seeing Jaime Last year this progrllm was asked to contactBrockett perform three or four sponsored by Mike Barker, now
Paula Lehtola - 697-4401
years ago in the small, at Andover-Newton Theological
Mike Barker - 527-9452
low-paying clubs that every · School. This year Mike is
Richard Huffines - 697-4462
singer hits in the beginning. He
was largely unknown in this area
at the time, but it didn't take
long for word to get around that
i
someone new and special was on
the scene. Today Jaime plays at
_ .1 _ _ , _ _ _
colleges and folk festivals, and
his first solo album on the
Oracle label was hailed in
Broadside magazine as one of
SUPER TIRE, Inc.
the best folk records of the year.
67 Central Square
Bridgewater
SCHEDULE FOR SECOND
QUARTER ~TlVITIES
SNOW TIRES
Basketball team Tues-Wed
7.75x14
$18.95+Tax· Black
Thurs - 6-7:20
7.00x13
$16.95+Tax· WW
Volleyball Intra: Mon- Wed
7.35x15
$16.95+Tax· WW
6-7:20
6 .85x15
$15.95+Tax· WW
Aquabrites Wed - 7-9
All snow tires are first line General Winter Cleats. "It's General's year".
Cooed Square Dance Tues
Shop and compare! Leave your car before class in the morning and pick
6-7:20
it up in the afternoon. It's a shorter walk than the Greift Hill Parking Lot.
Gymnastics Mon - 4-5
Retreads also available from $10.95 to $13.95.·
Modern Dance Mon - 6-7:20
·Tax is 3% sales tax only. Federal tax is already included.

Jaime Brocket
to Appear
by
Jim Palana
BRIDGEWATER ... Writing this
article about Jaime Brockett is
like writing the article I did
about Michael Cooney. I can tell
you how good Jaime Brockett is,
but I can't make you go see him.
That's up to you. But I can tell
you how good he is.
Like Michael Cooney, Jaime
Brockett is multi-talented. He
plays six and twelve string
guitar, banjo, dulcimer, and
auto harp. He is a fine traditional
singer. But he is also very much
at home with the kind of songs
being written today. His biting
humor comes across well in
"Talking Green Berets" and
"The Legend of the USS
Titanic" is bound to offend just
about everybody, regardless of
race, creed, or color. But ballads
of love and feeling are Jaime's
strong point. "Remember the
Wind and the Rain", which is
the title song of his first album,

Registration
November 6 , 6'30 P.M.
A.C.E. Meeting, Speaker, Brunell
School
November 7 , 6:30 P.M.
C.F. Speaker, "Black Muslim,"
Christian Fellowship Center
8:00P .M.
Jamie Brockett Concert, Kelly
Gymnasium
November 8, 1:30P.M.

COMPETITIVE Tuesda 6-7:20
INTRAMURAL
y
SWIMMING

Changes
by Greg McGrath
BRIDGEWATER - Probably the
most boring, long-winded, and
generally unpleasant experience
for a student is the registration
at the beginning of each
semester. Mr. Levesque, the
Registrar, and Mr. Fortier, at the
Data Processing Center, are now
working on plans to improve
registration and prevent certain
practices which are unfair to
some students.
In the future, certain
changes will be instituted which
should make it easier and faster
for students to register at
Bridgewater State. The same '
method of obtaining course
cards by walking around to the
various sections will be
maintained with certain changes.
The chairs in the middle of the
gymnasium will be removed and
a section of the bleachers will be
utilized so students may be
seated to arrange their courses
and fill out the necessary forms.
The Science and Womens
Physical Ed ucation Sections,
which are usually the most
crowded, will be moved to the
far corners of the gym to
facilitate movement of the rest
of the students. Mr. Fortier also
explained that in the future, if
students have conflicts in their
schedule they will be directed to
Mr. Levesque or Mr. Gaines who
will be able to solve schedule
problems for them faster than
the registration personnel in the
various sections. This will also
make it easier for students who
may be waiting in line behind
those with problems.
Other changes in registration
are designed to prevent schedule
conflicts due to lack of space in
a classroom or unavailability of
courses for the same reason.
Prior to this writing, some
students would take more than
one course card, two or more
different course cards for the
same subject or any other
combination. By doing this,
students, with the help of a
Master Schedule, can make up
their own schedules which do
not necessarily match up with
the ones they are supposed to
follow, or, if they have friends,
they can give them the extra
cards and they wun't ·have to
bother coming themselves. Since
only a certain number of course
cards are made up for each class,
thirty cards for thirty class seats,
cards which are taken and not
used deprive other students of a
seat in that class, and presents an
obvious hardship schedule
problems.
Hopefully, the new system
will make it faster for all
students to register and should
eliminate many of the problems
we have experienced in the past.

~oll.. e ·Town

Cle.nen
278 Broad St ., Bridgewater
Rte. 18 697-4632

oday .ervicll

7:30 AM - 6:30 PM
Sat. - lOAM - 4PM
I hr cleaning
Student Speciai
in by 3-out by S
Shirt Service

